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Complaint about the procedures you use towards my family in my case OTC-Cr- 407/07

Addressed to:
President of Court Philippe Kirsch
Prosecuter Luis Moreno-Ocampo
Prosecuter Fatou Bensouda

Complaint:
You are partial to the NL-parliament & - government since 1 may 2007. 
That day I brought my file against the Dutch supreme court, parliament Balkenende & 
municipal Bloemendaal  to OTP of ICC.  This devision of ICC works like a political party, 
without procedures to prove the World its independence to host-country Nederland.
... And you have no intention to prove the World ICC is locally autonomous to Ku Klux Clan 
Balkenende & Co...  

You may not be the president / prosecuters who bring my case to the Pre-chamber for the first hearing, 
because you hide my file for the World  and you make me suffer more for your intercontinental political 
language-games with other state members of ICC, in specific Africa.  

● You know I live in a civil war at home, but despite my evidence you have chosen 'to ignore me 
officially until 12 november 2007, while you give me freedom of speech online from 1 may 2007'. 
This proves that you don't care for my security - or national  security - at all. 
You protect suspects/ perpetrators in my file, not my family. Not Nederland. You  manipulate me 
into one of your dirty political language-games = you make me explain to the World the contents 
of my ICC-case myself, without paying any attention to the consequences of your acts. 

● You mislead  the World / state members and their residents  by hiding  the fact that a Dutch 
woman has brought a case to OTP for trail against NL, host-country of ICC.     
My file proves NL is no longer a state of law, but a dictatorship.  OTP/ ICC  should have informed 
the World immediately about my case in may 2007 and should have proceed on it publicly - 
announce investigations - in order to restore state of law NL and to keep ICC a trustworthy 
criminal court of law.  You also should have left my family out of investigations as much as 
possible, and should have given me victum-care from may 2007. When you can give me freedom 
of speech on the Web without approval of the Pre-chamber-judge,  you can also give me 
protection without instructions of this judge. The prosecuter is responsible for this proceeding.   

  
I want you to contract a new prosecuter who is couragous enough to start a case against the 
Dutch supreme court, NL-parliament &  municipal Bloemendaal. And who is prepared to 
protect my family as victums.  

● I suggest you ask prosecuters / judges from Lima, Peru to apply for this job. 
They have proven recently 'that they are adult enough to start lawcases against their own 
members of Peru-parliament in Lima'. The Peru-legal system  is impartially to Peru-government, 
which implies they will be impartially to host-country for ICC Nederland too. 

You know, I  can't help wondering:
'Does ICC enjoy watching parliament Balkenende & Co to start (civil) wars?
Why does ICC give Balkenende & co freedom to continue work with NATO, while aware of the legal fact 
'that a dictator has no legal ground to start ISAF-peacekeeping in foreign countries'?

Obsession...and xenofobia... The only correct terms for it! 
OTP / ICC is strongly obsessed with African-dictators = 

● NL-dictators are less criminal than AU-dictators
● NL-victums are less victums than AU-victums of AU-dictators or NL-dictators
● NL-dictators who cause  (civil)wars are less dangerous to the World than AU-dictators
● NL-victums or EU-/ NATO-victums  are better educated or have access to internet, 

therefore they don't need OTP-victum-care
I think you should be ashamed of yourself! 
ICC is not about Worldpeace.  You use ICC for your personal heroïsm in Africa.
You rescue a handful of Africans at the cost of millions  other human bodies Worldwide.
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I also believe it's to late for ICC to prove to the World that OTP is indepentent to host-country 
NL and is trustworthy after all; OTP has to be purified. 
Presidency of the Court has to be cleansed too. 

Or are you waiting for the moment I will die, so you can forget about my ICC-case against NL?
I think you are... 

Rules of Procedure & Evidence
Rule 13 explains it all!

1. Without prejudice to the authority of the OTP under the Statute to receive, obtain and provide information 
and to establish channels of communication for this purpose the Registrar shall serve as the channel of 
communication of the Court.

2. The Registrar shall also be responsible for the internal security of the court in consultation with the Presidency 
and the Prosecuter, as well as the host State

 
How long will you have me waiting for any explanation for your acts, for victum-care or even 
for trail? How long does it take you to finish your obsession with African- dictators?

What do I want you to do? Options:
1. Close ICC and send ICC-prisoners home, now ICC is partial to NL.
2. Or, recycle & rebuild ICC:

- presidents / prosecuters must be dismissed and replaced with new personell -non-partial to NL- 
- ICC needs new procedures for cases against the host-country, EU- or AU-countries or other 
continents
- OTP/ ICC needs to start over in my case = give me a new prosecuter - plus the 3 new installed 
judges - and bring the case to an end as soon as possible = give me victum-care

3. ICC must apologize to the World, especially to Aghanistan. The Afghanistan-residents  are now 
victums of the ICC-partial-policies resulting in new NATO-peacekeeping on command of  Ku Klux 
Clan Balkenende.  ICC should have demanded new elections for NL-parliament in may 2007!

It is of no use to write extensive letters of many pages.
I have made myself very clear in this letter.

What will happen if you don't act on it in a honourable, faithful, impartial and conscience way?
Do I really have to explain this to you!? 'Moslims obey me, not ICC'...
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